DO THE RIGHT THING: VIOLENCE

Have you ever in your life afraid to walk home by yourself, thinking something bad will happen to you?, Like seeing a black little girl being violated or abused by an old man. That’s called violence. Violence is the use of force in a way that harms a person or property.

Violence and drugs have affected my life. It makes parents afraid of letting children go out with their friends being frightened that something bad is going to happen. We don’t hang out at the mall the way our parents did. We don’t hang out at the mall, movies or park like the way our parents did back in. My generation will never know what that’s like, especially those who live in the city. Big or small violence affects us all. In my opinion violence happens because people don’t have answers.

What causes youth violence is that there is a lack of guidance. Without supervision and positive role models, students don’t learn to distinguish right from wrong acceptable from unsuitable behavior. They can also struggle without the ability to resolve conflict peacefully. They have attention seeking-violence it can be the result of wanting others to pay attention to the student’s even negative attention.

The way to stop youth violence or drugs is to have more community centers and bringing in the teens to talk about how their life has been. When you see teens in the street in a big group something must be going on, the police need to break
it up and call their parents. Gangs have increased because teens think it’s cool to do unnecessary behaviors to join in, but it’s not! Putting an end to drug dealers is going to stop violence because people smoke plants, or sniff cocaine that makes them sick and do crazy things they should not do in public. These can resolve of quitting youth violence in Boston.

Violence and drugs have affected my life because of parents not paying attention to their own kids. Violence have increase every year it makes people not to live and have a good life on their own. Causes of youth violence are gangs, anger that is not dealt with or mental issues. Violence is very harmful to everyone especially little kids because now a 5yr old little boy got taken out of a school bus and the killer shot the bus driver, and its very sad. Ways to stop youth violence is building more community centers, stop children from joining in gangs and put an end to drug dealers.